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Abstract. The idea of deductive object-oriented databases (DOODBs) is to combine the 
concepts of deductive databases (DDBs) and object-oriented databases (OODBs) into a 
single database system in order to gain the advantages offered by each of them. This kind 
of databases is suitable for knowledge bases and many advanced database applications. The 
formalism of conceptual graphs (CGs), a knowledge representation scheme in AI, is 
equipped with some useful constructs that are suitable for the requirements of DOODBs. 
A groundwork for DOODBs based on conceptual graphs has been carried out in this 
research. The DOODBs are characterized by data abstraction througla objects, object 
identifiers, object types, type hierarchy, property inheritance, methods and message passing 
and a logical formalism with a sound inference system. Some restrictions and extensions are 
proposed for the general conceptual graphs so that they can be used to represent the 
DOODB concepts. These extended conceptual graphs are called deductive object-oriented 
conceptual graphs (DOOCGs). The object types, individual objects and object identifiers 
of DOODBs map into concept types, individual CGs and individual referents, respectively. 
Methods are defined using conceptual schema graphs with bound actors and interpreted in 
a success/failure paradigm. A set of extended derived rules of inference has been 
formulated for DOOCGs which are proved to be sound. 

1 Introduction 

Most of the currently popular "record-oriented" database systems have limited 
representational abilities that are considered particularly essential for some advanced 
application areas like CAD/CAM databases, VLSI design databases, office 
automation, engineering design and CASE databases [16], and knowledge bases. A 
detailed description of the major limitations of record-oriented data models can be 
found in [10]. The two of the major areas of extensions over the conventional 
databases are: i) capturing more semantics in the represention of data [3], and ii) 
storing intensional rules and performing reasoning over the database states [11]. The 
first extension leads to the research on object-oriented database (OODBs) systems [16], 
while the second one is handled by the deductive databases (DDBs) [12, 16]. 

Deductive databases integrate ideas from logic programming and relational databases 
[11] while object-oriented databases emerge from the integration of database concepts 
with object-oriented programming paradigm. Since each of the DDBs and ODDBs 
offers some advantages over conventional databases, there have been efforts to merge 
the two approaches to obtain the advantages of both the systems, and these efforts 
represent a challenge [1]. The notion of deductive object-oriented database (DOODBs) 
comes from some of these efforts. DOODBs can also serve as a starting point for a 
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future knowledge based management system (KBMS) that integrates the ideas of 
artificial intelligence and databases [2]. 

The formalism of conceptual graphs (CGs), introduced by SOWA [13], offers some 
useful constructs which make it a likely platform for an integration of ideas from 
DDBs and OODBs. It is a powerful knowledge representation language in AI with a 
well-defined theoretical basis and a close mapping to both natural language and first- 
order logic [9, 13, 15]. The objective of this work is to develop a notion of a deductive 
object-oriented database system based on the formalism of CGs. Some restrictions and 
extensions to CG formalism are introduced and a theoretical basis for a DOODB 
system based on the extended CG formalism is developed. 

2 Deductive Object-Oriented Database Systems 

Two general approaches towards research in DOODBs have been mentioned in [17], 
namely DOODBs as an extension of DDBs and DOODBs as an extension of ODDBs. 
We propose a third approach which is to integrate the concepts of DDBs and OODBs 
and map them into a third framework. In this work, the formalism of CGs is used to 
represent the features of DOODB systems whose characteristics are outlined as 
follows. 

(a) Objects and object properties: A DOODB should allow all conceptual entities 
to be uniformly modeled as objects. Objects should be the unit of access and 
control. An object has properties which could be static or dynamic. Static 
properties represent states (or structures) of the object. Dynamic properties 
(called behaviors) are represented by a set of methods. A DOODB system 
should provide mechanisms for generating and maintaining unique object 
identifiers for individual objects. 

(b) Types (or classes), type hierarchy and property inheritance: Objects are 
instances of types. A type describes the structure and behavior of all of its 
instances. Types should form a type hierarchy based on the subtype/supertype 
relationships. Objects of one type inherit properties from the type and its 
supertypes. A DOODB system should have mechanisms for: 

(i) 
(ii) 

resolving the problem of multiple inheritance, and 
handling exceptions to property inheritance. 

In general, the definition of an object type in a DOODB should include: 

,Specification of the structure of the objects that are instances of this 
type, 
Specification of the position of the type in the type hierarchy, 
Specification of the set of methods that are applicable to the 
instances or states of the instances of that type. 
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(c) A DOODB system should have a logical formalism to represent objects, 
methods, intensional rules or (deductive) laws, integrity constraints and 
queries, with a well-defined semantics of all of these components as well as 
answers to queries. The logical system should have a sound (deductive) 
inference mechanism. 

(d) Some of the other desirable properties are : declarative expressions for 
databases, queries and answers to queries, and single language for expressing 
databases, queries and integrity constraints. 

3 Conceptual Graphs 

The primitives of the conceptual graph (CG) theory arc : concept instances or referents 
and conceptual relations. A conceptual graph is formally defined [13] as a finite, 
connected, bipartite graph where the two kinds of nodes are concepts and conceptual 
relations. Every conceptual relation has one or morc arcs, each of which must be 
linked to some concept. A single concept by itsclf may h)rm a conceptual graph, but 
every conceptual relation must be linked to some concept. There are two forms of 
display for conceptual graphs: graphicalfom~ (Fig. 3.1(a)) and linear form (Fig. 3.1(b)). 

PERSON:Ram 

(a) Graphical form of display 

[PERSON:Ram] <--(AGNT) <--[PLAY]-- > (OBJ)-- > [FOOTBALL] 
(b) Linear form of display 

Fig. 3.1 Two forms of display for a conceptual graph that may be read as 
"The person Ram plays football" 

The set of type labels T forms a lattice, called type type lattice based on the partial 
order relation -<T" The top (T) element is called UNIV and the bottom (J_) element 
is called ABSURD. There is a predefined set I = {#1,#2,#3,...} whose elements are 
called &dividual markers. The function referenl maps a concept c into Iu{*}, where * 
is called the generic marker. Every conceptual graph makes an assertion. An operator 

has been defined that maps conceptual graphs into formulas of first-order predicate 
calculus. For example, the graph in Fig. 3.1 makes the following assertion, 

3x,3y (PERSON(Ram)AAGNT(x, Ram)APLAY(x)AOBJ(x,y)AFOOTBALL(y)) 

A canonical graph is a CG that specifics the constraints on the pattern of concepts and 
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A canonicalgraph is a CG that specifies the constraints on the pattern of concepts and 
relations that may be linked to a concept and relation type. There are some primitive 
concept types and conceptual relation types which have no explicit definitions. New 
concept types and relation types are defined using lambda abstractions adapted to 
CGs. There are four canonical formation rules for deriving new CGs from existing 
CGs: copy, restrict, join and simplify. A maximal join operation [13] is defined on CGs 
and can be considered as a generalization of unification under suitable mapping [9]. 
If a CG u is canonically derivable from another CG v, then u is called a specialization 
of v and v is called a generalization of u. Generalization defines a partial ordering (-<G) 
of conceptual graphs called the generalization hierarchy. For any conceptual graphs 
u and v, if u_<~v, then ~u:~v and there exists a mapping a:v-,u, where av, a 
subgraph of u is called projection of v in u. 

Procedural information can be attached to CGs using actors. An actor is described as 
a process that'responds to messages by performing some services and then generating 
messages that it passes to other actors. Actors are attached to CGs by input and 
output concepts linked to it. A dataflow graph consists of actors and concept nodes. 
It is defined as a finite, connected, bipartite graph with one set of nodes called actors 
and another set of nodes called concepts. 

SOWA [13] developed a set of first-order rules of inference for CGs represented in 
terms of nested negative contexts and coreference links. A context is a special type of 
concept node with a type label called PROPOSITION and a set of CGs as referent. 
A negative context is a context with a monadic relation (NEG) attached to it. The 
coreference link is used to connect identical concepts and it is shown using a dotted 
line in the graphic form and using the same concept variables in the linear form. A 
game-theoretic semantics of CGs is given in [13] and the first-order rules are proved 
to be sound and complete. A set of derived rules of inference are also defined which 
are essentially sound and complete. Details about general CG formalism can be found 
in [131. 

4 Deductive Object-Oriented Databases Using Conceptual Graphs 

The features of DOODBs are to be represented by the deductive object-oriented 
conceptual graphs (DOOCGs) [7]. The major features of DOOCGs are explained in 
this section. More details about DOOCGs can be found in [7]. 

4.1 Primitives of Deductive Object-Oriented Conceptual Graphs 

Object types in DOODBs are represented by concept types in CGs, individual objects 
of a type are represented by individual CGs of the corresponding concept type. For 
example, an object type STUDENT can be defined as a subtype of PERSON as shown 
in Fig. 4.1, where all other concept types and conceptual relations are assumed to be 
defined already. An individual object of type STUDENT is shown in Fig. 4.2. The 
object type hierarchy is represented by the concept type hierarchy that is a complete 
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lattice based on the subsumption relation -<r. The type definition specifies the position 
of the newly defined type in the hierarchy. Individual referents for the concepts that 
are parameters of the type definitions are used as object identifiers. For example, the 
individual referent #112 in Fig. 4.2 is an object identifier. Note that the individual 
referents include the individual markers as well as other externally communicable 
objects like strings and numbers. 

STUDENT = (~ x) 
[PERSON:*x] - 

(CHRC)-- > [IO] 
(OBJ) <--[ENROLLMENT]- 

(PTIM)-- > [DATE] 
(CHRC)--> [DEG] 
(LOC)-- > [DIVISION], 

(ADVISOR)-- > [FACULTY]. 

Fig. 4.1 Definition of STUDENT type as a subtype of PERSON 

STUDENT(#112) = 
[PERSON:#112] - 

(CHRC)-- > [ID:3421] 
(OBJ) <--[ENROLLMENT:#321] - 

(PTIM)-- > [DATE:01/01/1990] 
(CHRC)-- > [DEGREE:"M Engg."] 
(LOC)-- > [DIVISION:"CS"], 

(ADVISOR)-- > [FACULTY:#311]. 

Fig. 4.2 An individual object of type STUDENT 

Formulation of methods and message passing is one of the important problems in 
merging OODB and DDB concepts. For our representation, the major requirements 
are as follows: 

a mechanism for defining methods and associating the method definitions for 
a type with the corresponding type definition, 
a format for method calling or message passing, 
a backtrackable method evaluation mechanism (so that all possible values are 
returned) with a success/failure interpretation [6] of method evaluation, 
a mechanism that allows individual objects of one type to share the methods 
defined for its supertypes. 

A method is defined using a conceptual schema graph [13] with bound actors. A 
method call or message is represented by a message graph, that is a simple CG with 
an appropriate actor bound to it. An example method definition for the age of a 
person is shown in Fig. 4.3, where < TODAY > and < DIFF DT > are two actors. The 
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actor <TODAY> is a system defined actor that asserts the current date in the 
referent field of its output concept. The actor < DIFF_DT> is a primitive actor (or 
can be defined by a functional dataflow graph) that asserts the difference of two of its 
input dates into the referent field of its output concept. An example message graph is 
shown in Fig. 4.4, where the type label in the actor box before the name of the actor 
specifies the receiving object type. The graph in Fig. 4.5 is the same as that in Fig. 4.4 
except that the output concept of the actor <PERSON:DIFF DT> contain a request 
mark C ?'') which signifies the triggering of the execution of thecorresponding method. 
In general, if m is a message graph then ?m is used to denote the corresponding 
method call. Note that the projection of a message graph is defined as the projection 
of the CG obtained from the message graph by erasing the actor bound to it. 

A new CG operation is necessary in formulating the rules for method execution. The, 
main purpose of this operation is to find out the maximal common overlap (modulo 
restrictions) between two CGs. 

Definition 4.1 Let two CGs ul and u2 have a common generalization v with maximally 
extended compatible projections [13] al:v-,u~ and rt2:v-,u 2. A join of the two graphs ~ttv 
and ~2 v on these maximally extended compatible projections is called a constrained 
join. 

Example 4.1 Suppose we have two CGs ul and u2 as shown in Fig. 4.6. The graph v 
is a common generalization of the two graphs ul and u2 with two maximally extended 
c o m p a t i b l e  p r o j e c t i o n s  ~1 a n d  ~2, w h e r e  Tt 1 = 
{ ( [ P E R S O N ] , I S T U D E N T ] ) , ( A G N T , A G N T ) , ( [ P L A Y ] ) }  and  ~2 = 
{([PERSON],IPERSON:Sam]),(AGNT,AGNT),([PLAY],[PLAY])}. The graph alv is 
a subgraph of u~ and a2v is a subgraph of u2. A join of li1v and ~2v (on the projections 
n 1 and a2) yields the graph w. The operation is called the constrained join and the 
graph w is the graph obtained by constrained join of ut and u 2. 

Rules for method execution 

Let S be a set of CGs and m be a message graph which contains an actor e. the 
message is "passed" to the type t, i.e., the method call ?m is issued. Steps taken in 
executing the method with respect to S are as follows: 

1) Search for a definition of method corresponding to the message starts at the 
schematic cluster [13] of type t. If a schema is not found for the type t, then 
the search proceeds upwards along the hierarchy according to the  rules of 
method inheritance. The search stops with one of the following conditions: 

An appropriate method definition is found and a schema graph is 
selected. Suppose that the schema graph u is selected. The method 
evaluation proceeds. 
The topmost concept in the hierarchy has been reached but no 
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SCHEMA for PERSON = ( k x ) 

I P~I~SON: "x 

\ \  / /  

Figure 4.3: An example of methyl definition for the type PERSON 

Figure 4.4: An example message graph 

PF.RSON:#112 ~ ~ 

Figure 4.5; The message of Fig. 4.4 is being "passed" 

V: 

U : l 

U : 
2 

W: 

PERSON 

STUDI~'r ~ 

STUDEI'n" ~ =U I' (subgraph of u ) 

[ PERSON: Sara ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  =U 2 (subgraph of u2 ) 

STUDENT:S~ ~ 

Figure 4.6: An example of constrained join - the graph w is 
obtained by constrained join of u I and u 2 
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2) 

3) 

appropriate method definition has been found. In this case, the 
method evaluation stops and the original method call fails. 

The message graph ?m is joined with the selected schema graph u. Let u' be 
the resulting graph after joining m with u. After the join, the output concept 
in u' of the actor e will be marked with request ("?") marker. This will trigger 
a goal directed computation. For all input concept i, with referent (i) = *, 
mark (i) is set to "?" [13]. 

The next action will depend on the nature of the input concept nodes that are 
marked with "?" marker. According to the rules for method definition [7], 
each of the input concept of the actor e is either an output concept of another 
actor or a message to another type, or an "independent property" that is a 
part of the type defining graph. 

For each input concept that is an output concept of a message to 
another type, the message is passed to the corresponding type. If the 
evaluation of any of such message fails, then the actor e is blocked 
[13] and the original method call (?m) fails. 
For each input concept that is an output concept of another actor, 
the "?" maker is propagated in the backward direction. 

The system would search for an individual graph to evaluate those concepts 
that represent independent property and are marked with request marker. 
This search can be performed in the following way" 

Suppose the corresponding type has been defined with an abstraction 
of the form ;txv. The graph v is joined with u' using the constrained 
join. Let v' be the resulting graph. If v' does not contain all those 
concepts that are marked with "?" marker but are not output 
concepts of any actor or message, then the search stops and the 
original method call fails. Otherwise, the graph v' is to be projected 
on the set of individual CGs in S. Two possible cases are: 

(i) 

(ii) 

The graph v' has no projection on the set of individual CGs 
in S. The original message call fails. 
The graph v' has a projection ~t' on the set of individual 
CGs in S. 

If the previous step succeeds, then the graph ;t'v' is joined (using 
maximal join) with u' yielding w for each projection a' of v' on the 
individual graphs in S. As a result of this, individual referents would 
be asserted into some or all the concept nodes that were marked 
with "?" marker. 

4) If all previous steps succeed, then the actor e in w must be enabled and fired. 
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This firing would assert a referent in the output concept of the actor. Let w' 
be the f'mal working graph after the actor has fired. The original method call 
succeeds with the answer < true,~t > where a:m-,w'. In general, there may be 
more than one return value depending on the number of distinct projections 
of v' on the set of individual graphs in S. Suppose m' is the CG obtained from 
m by erasing actor(s) bound to it. Then am' is also true, i.e., the assertion 
made by the message graph m is true. 

Success and failure of a method call 

The value of the method execution ?m will be <false,{}> only if the method 
evaluation fails. The method evaluation fails if any of the following is true: 

The search for an appropriate schema fails in the first step, i.e., their no 
method definition corresponding to the message. 
The firing of the actor is blocked in step 4 for any reason whatsoever. 

If the method does not fail, then it succeeds with the answer <true,a> where 
a:m-,w', where w' is the final working graph. Suppose rn' is the conceptual graph 
obtained from m by erasing actor bound to it. Then am' also makes a true assertion. 

Property inheritance 

In CG notations, a branch of the type defining graph consisting of a conceptual 
relation and a concept type label corresponds to an attribute in the DOODB concepts 
and an individual referent in the concept node of that branch is the value of that 
attribute. The inheritance of properties and the exception rules are "naturally" handled 
by the type expansion [13] operation of CGs that use the maximal join and replaces a 
single concept node with the graph that defines that concept type. Methods defined for 
a particular type are also inherited by its subtypes. The search for a method definition 
starts at the type that is specified in the actor box with the actor name. If a method 
is called with the type label t, then the search starts at the schematic duster of type 
t. If the method definition is not found, then it is searched in the set of method 
definitions for each of its direct supertypes. The search proceeds upward along the 
chains of the hierarchy until an appropriate method definition is not found, then it is 
searched in the set of method definitions for each of its direct supertypes. The search 
proceeds upward along the chains of the hierarchy until an appropriate method is 
found or the topmost type UNIV is reached. The first method encountered in the 
search is the one that is executed. 

4.2 Conceptual Basis 

The meanings of conceptual graphs in CG formalism are implicitly related to some 
basic CG constructs. These are collectively referred to as a conceptual basis, which is 
defined as follows. 
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Definition 4.2 A conceptual basis is defined as 

CB = < (R,-<R), (T,-<v), D, SC, P, A >, where 
CB : 
R 
-<R 
(R,~R) : 
T 

(T,~) : 
D 
SC : 
P 
A 

Conceptual basis, 
A set of conceptual relation labels, 
Subsumption relation between conceptual relation labels, 
Conceptual relation hierarchy, 
A set of concept type labels, 
Subsumption relation between concept type labels, 
Concept type hierarchy - the type lattice, 
A set of concept type definitions for types in T, 
A set of conceptual schema graphs for types in T, 
A set of prototype graphs for types in T, 
A set of actor definitions. 

4.3 Deductive Object-Oriented Conceptual Graphs (DOOCGs) 

Before defining DOOCGs, we define atomic conceptual graphs and compound graphs 
as follows. 

Definition 4.3 An atomic conceptual graph (ACG) [4] is a conceptual graph that 
contains no logical connective and no quantifier other than the implicit existential 
quantifiers. An atomic conceptual graph containing only individual referents in all the 
concept nodes is termed as a ground atomic conceptual graph. 

Definition 4.4 An conceptual graph is called a compound graph if any or all of the 
following conditions hold: (a) to contain contexts of depth [13] higher than 0, (b) it 
contains ACGs connected by coreference links. 

Example 4.2 An example of atomic conceptual graphs and ground atomic conceptual 
graphs is shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and Fig. 4.7(b) respectively. A compound conceptual 
graph represented by nested negative contexts is shown in Fig. 4.7(c). 

Now we define DOOCGs. 

Definition 4.5 The deductive object-oriented conceptual graphs (DOOCGs) include 
the following graphs: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

Atomic conceptual graphs. 
Message graphs. 
Compound graphs; represented in nested negative contexts with the following 
constraints: 

The graphs consist of only two levels of nesting. 
The context at depth 1 contains one or more atomic conceptual 
graphs and/or message graphs in addition to one negative context. 
The context at depth 2 contains exactly one atomic conceptual graph. 
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[PERSON] <--(AGNT) <--[SIT]-- > (LOC)-- > [PLACE] 
(a) An atomic conceptual graph 

[PERSON:Sam] <--(AGNT) <--[SIT:#543]-- > (LOC)-- > [PLACE:Cafeteria] 
(b) A ground atomic conceptual graph - 

all concept nodes contain individual referents 

" 1  
[ST~DENT]<--(AGENT)<-- [ENROLLMENT]-->(DIV)-->[DIVISION:CS] 

-1 I [PERSON]<'-(AGNT)<"[PLAY]">(BENF)">[DIVISION:CS] I 

(c) A compound graph that says "If a person is a student of CS division 
then he/she can play for CS division" 

Fig. 4.7 Three conceptual graph examples 

There may be coreference links among concepts of the conceptual 
graphs at various contexts. 

These graphs have the general form: -[v~ ... v, -,[w]] where, vi (i= 1,...,n) is an atomic 
conceptual graph or message graph, w is an atomic conceptual graph. If n= 0, the 
above graph becomes -.[~[w]] or simply w that represents a single atomic conceptual 
graph w in the outermost context. 

4A Deductive Object-oriented Conceptual Graph Language (DOCL) 

Definition 4.6 A deductive object-oriented conceptual graph language (DOCL) consists 
of the following: 

(a) a concept universe consisting of, 
i) a conceptual basis CB, 
ii) a non-empty set of individual referents Ir that consists of the 

individual markers {#1,2,#3,...} as well as other externally 
communicable objects like strings, numbers and times, 

iii) the conformity relation :: that relates types in T to individual markers 
in I~, the function ltype that relates concepts and conceptual relations 
to type labels in T and R respectively and the function referent that 
relates concepts to the elements of Iru{*}, where * denote the 
generic marker, 

iv) the set of canonical formation rules together with the maximal join 
operation and the constrained join operation, 
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Co) 

v) the rules for actors and dataflow graph definitions [7, 13], 
vi) the rules for method definition, method call and method execution 

[71, 
vii) a canonical basis B which is a finite set of conceptual graphs with all 

types in T and all referents either * or individuals in It, and 
a set of conceptual graphs formed from the concept universe. 

Now we define some terms related to a DOCL. 

Definition 4.7 A conceptual program CP is a finite set of deductive object-oriented 
conceptual graphs. 

Definition 4.8 The degree of DOOCGs is a mapping from a set of DOOCGs into the 
set of integers. For a DOOCG C, the degree of C, denoted by DEG(C) is the number 
of conceptual graphs in the context at depth 1. For a DOOCG of the general form C 
= -[vl v2 ... v, -[u]], DEC(C) = n. For an atomic CG or message graph u in the 
outermost context, DEC(u) = 0. 

Definition 4.9 A query graph is either an atomic conceptual graph or a message graph. 

Definition 4.10 A query consists of a single query graph or a number of query graphs 
in conjunction. 

Thee may be coreference links among concepts of the query graphs in a query. For 
example Q = ql...qn is a query where each of qi is either an ACG or a message graph. 

Definition 4.11 Agoalgraph is either an atomic conceptual graph or a message graph. 

Definition 4.12 A goal consists of a set of goal graphs in conjunction. There may be 
coreference links among concepts of the goal graphs in a goal. 

Definition 4.13 The goal G corresponding to a query Q = ql...q, is represented as 
{ql,...,q~}, which is the assertion made by the query graph ql,..-,q~ in conjunction 
(together with the coreference links of Q). 

Definition 4.14 Let u and v be two conceptual graphs. The graph u is a referent- 
specialiTation of v if u is a specialization of v with the following property: u is the same 
as v except that zero or more generic concepts in v are specialized to individual 
concepts in u. Let a be a projection of v. The referent-specialization operator (rso) 
p for the projection ~ consists of a set of pairs of the form (c,c"), which is obtained 
from a in the following way: 

a) 
b) 

initially p is set equal to { }, 
for each pair (c,c') such that ~c -- c' where referent(c) = * and referent(c') 

�9 , a pair (c,c") is added to p, where type(c") = type(c) and referent(c") = 
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referent(d). 

Note that, p = { } represents the identity referent-specialization. 

Theorem 4.1 [7] Let v be a conceptual graph, a be a projection of v and p be the 
referent-specialization operator for the projection a. Then, av_%pv_%v. 

Definition 4.15 Let CP be a conceptual program and G = {gx,.-.,g~} be a goal. An 
answer for G from CP is G' = { g ' x , . . . , g ' n } ,  where each g'i, called an answer graph for 
the goal graph gi is a referent-specifialization of gi. It is to be noted that if G contains 
only individual concepts then the only possible answer is obtained by the identity 
referent-specialization. 

4.5 Extended Rules of Inference for DOOCGs 

The propositional rules of inference or alpha rules, the first-order rules of inference 
or beta rules and a set of derived rules or delta rules are presented in [13]. Two 
fundamental properties of DOOCGs are stated in the form of rules (a0) and 50). Let 
S be a set of DOOCGs. 

Let usS and v be any atomic conceptual graph. If u is a specialization of v, 
(i.e., v is a generalization of u), then the assertion made by v is true if the 
assertion made by u is true. That means, if u<_6v, then cu::~v where r is the 
formula operator defined in [13]. 

(5o) Suppose m is message graph and the method call ?m succeeds with respect 
to S with a projection a. Let m' be the graph obtained by erasing the actors 
from the graph am. The graph m' makes a true assertion in the outermost 
context. 

Now a special case of the rule (a0) is stated here as (A0) as follows. 

(Ao) Suppose, u and v are two atomic conceptual graphs, and the graph u makes 
a true assertion. Then the assertion made by v must be true if any of the 
following statements holds: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

Subgraph: v is a subgraph of u. 
Subtypes: u is identical to v except that one or more type labels of v 
are restricted to subtypes of the corresponding concept types in u. 
Individuals: u is identical to v except that one or more generic 
concepts of v are restricted to individual concepts of the same type 
intl. 

The extended derived rules of inference are formulated as follows. 
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Theorem 4.2 Let S be a set of DOOCGs and u and v be any conceptual graphs where 
u~ov with a projection a:v-,u. Let m be a message graph, and the method call ?m 
succeeds with respect to S with a projection am. Any graph derived from S by the 
following extended derived rules of inference is said to be provable from S. 

(A1) In an oddly enclosed context, v may be replaced with av where each 
coreference link to a concept c of v is transferred to the corresponding 
concept ac in ~v. In an oddly enclosed context, m may be replaced with am m 
and actors bound to atom may be erased, where each coreference link to a 
concept c of m is transferred to the corresponding concept amC in ~mm. 

(A2) Let P be a graph -[u -[v]]. Then P itself is a theorem, and P with 
coreference links <ac, c> for any c in v is also a theorem. The graph -[~tv 
-[v]], and -[av -[v]] with coreference links <at, c> for any c in v are also 
theorems. 

(A3) In an evenly enclosed context, u may be replaced with v where each 
coreference link to a concept ~c of u is transferred to the corresponding 
concept c of v and the other coreference links attached to u are erased. 

(A4) Generalized modus ponents: If the outer context contains the graph u as well 
as a graph of the form -[v -[w]], possibly with some coreference links from 
v to w, then the graph w may be derived with each coreference link attached 
to a concept c in v reattached to the corresponding concept ae in u. If the 
outer context contains the graph -[m -,[w]], possibly with some coreference 
links from m to w, then the graph w may be derived with each coreference 
link attached to a concept c in m reattaehed to the corresponding concept ame 
in ~m m. 

The following theorem holds [7]. 

Theorem 4.3 The extended derived rules of inference are sound. 

As in linear logic, the notions of interpretations, models and logical consequence have 
been defined for DOOCGs [7]. Actors are interpreted as conceptual functions. Each 
conceptual function maps the referents of the input concepts of the corresponding 
actor into the set of referents of its output concept. The game theoretic semantics for 
general CGs with respect to a closed world [13] has been extended for the DOOCGs. 
A model-theoretic semantics and a fixpoint semantics of DOOCGs have been defined 
and they are proved to be equivalent for a conceptual program. A proof procedure, 
called direct derivation proof has been formulated for DOOCGs and it is proved to 
be sound and complete. Details about the semantics of DOOCGs and the proof 
procedure can be found in [7]. A notion of a DOOCG theory has been developed, and 
a DOODB is formally represented as a special DOOCG theory. 
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Definition 4.16 A DOOCG theory To consists of a DOCL L, a set of axioms and a 
set of inference rules, 

Logical axiom : {}, the empty set. 
Proper axioms : A set of DOOCGs. 
Set of inference rules : the set of first-order rules and the set of extended 
derived rule. 
Proof procedure : The direct derivation proof procedure [7]. 

Definition 4.17 A deductive object-oriented database, DOODB is a DOOCG theory 
whose proper axioms are: 

A conceptual program CP that consists of: 
a set O of elementary facts or individual objects which are ground 
atomic conceptual graphs. 
a set S that consists of deductive laws, which are compound 
DOOCGs and message graphs. 

A set of integrity constraints IC, which are DOOCGs. 

5 Conclusions 

A subset of general conceptual graphs has been extended to form deductive object- 
oriented conceptual graphs that includes simple graphs, message graphs and compound 
graphs with only two levels of nesting and exactly one simple graph in the context at 
depth 2. 

The approach taken for this work towards representing DOODBs is fundamental in 
the sense that most of the other known approaches are either to extend DDBs to 
incorporate some of the constructs of OODBs or to extend OODBs with some of the 
features of DDBs [17]. Being a relatively new area of research, there is no generally 
accepted notion of DOODBs yet. A more concrete notion of DOODBs has been 
specified in this work in terms of characteristics of DOODBs. The use of conceptual 
graphs allows a large amount of "knowledge" to be statistically captured in the 
representation itself through the use of type definition, type hierarchy and property 
inheritance. 

One of the major problems of integrating ideas of DDBs and OODBs is the 
representation and interpretation of methods [6]. The solution to this problem has 
been formulated with restrictive use of conceptual schema graphs, actors and dataflow 
graphs of conceptual graph formalism. This offers several advantages: 

Methods can be easily shared among different objects along a chain of type 
hierarchy without need for any additional cost, because conceptual schema 
graphs are associated to the type labels in the type hierarchy in the CG 
formalism by their definitions. 
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The use of actors and dataflow graphs offers a natural means to merge the 
"procedural" notion of methods in OODBs with the declarative paradigm of 
DDBs, because actor and dataflow graphs in Cg formalism can be used 
declaratively when treated as a descriptions and procedurally when they are 
executed [13]. 

The mechanism of method evaluation is formulated in a success/failure 
paradigm which is considered as one of the requirements for merging object- 
oriented concepts with deductive database concepts [6]. 

This work created a basis for a database system that would be useful for knowledge 
representation as well as many advanced database applications. However, much work 
has to be done over the basis founded by the results of this work to make it evolve 
into a complete operational database system. 
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